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Has it been a good setting for learning? An avenue for molding the spatial and cognitive abilities? A channel for integration of manual dexterity? By all means, the school is a crucial part among the students’ needs. But is there a core value taught to make the shape finer?

The cutting edge should be sharp to slash a firm stone. Students are to be molded in a way where they surmount all struggles that come their way. Do all the researches. Wind up every project. Each with ease.

But are they educated to be honed, formed and held on fire? That hardships are part of the process. That not all things can be done by the spirit. Where the most important ingredient that makes up the life is. Values.

If students are not taught to experience defeat and encounter failure, incomplete are they. Just like a pot like a precious diamond, that were held on fire, pressured with heat, fumed with difference studded by procedures. And that is because they were taught the right values of being a student. And their spirits are not starving anymore, for they were fed with value.

Values should be incorporated in every corner of the school. The generation has been so different than the bygone era. Incorporating values in all subject areas and for all content is possible and must be implemented to its full extent in the form of formulating an action plan which allows teachers to influence the outline of lessons.
Values Education Program helps learners in two ways, first, their self-realization and self-fulfillment would enable them to succeed in work when they master their skills and talents. And second, learners get to appreciate socialization and adaptability as the values education program also helps them develop their life and career ethics. Since today’s life and work environment require far more than thinking skills and content knowledge, it is important that they are taught good manners and right conduct.

Education loses its heart and soul if values are not learned by the students.